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At the time of writing we are just edging out
of quite a dry May after a cold April in which
our bees struggled to find any warm days to
work their magic with the pollination. March
was a mixture of storm force winds and
some unseasonably warm days of 18 to 20
degrees, bringing Spring on quickly, which
rapidly slowed down again.
We have just taken delivery of our new John
Deere tractor which will also double up as
our new snowplough tractor. We had our
old snowplough out just two or three times
during the winter and snow only reached a
maximum depth of about five inches during
one weekend.
We’ll be planting another 3½ acres of
Bramley this coming winter (2019-20).
The field has been ploughed and it is
about to be marked out.
We have also added another two orchards
to our pheromone spoiler experiment which
worked well last year: Codling and Tortrix
moths did not have to be sprayed for in
those orchards.

The fly tippers have been in the area and,
unfortunately, we have had two helpings
which we had to clear from our
crossroads orchard.
We are a little behind with our pruning this
season but have nearly finished.
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We have finished spreading our fertiliser:
no lime was needed to adjust the soil pH
this season.
Our rabbits remain low in number although I
am controlling rabbits on a farm nearby.
I recently saw buzzards, five in number,
circling overhead. Partridges, both English
and French, are now in pairs. I have seen a
cock pheasant with seven hens driving away
other cock birds.
I am hearing fox cubs play-fighting in the
woods, and this Spring I have heard the
cuckoo on numerous occasions – last year
we only heard him at weekends which
sparked rumours of ‘part-time’ cuckoos!
A few days ago, I had just driven my Land
Rover into a gateway when a little owl settled
on my door mirror. We looked at each
other for several moments and then he was
gone. People believe they are bringers of
news. I wondered if he was going to tell me
something about Brexit!
All the best from
Ian Witherden and all
at Fourayes Farm.
The Rainfall at Fourayes
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One of the reasons we all
love this time of year is that
it’s the time when succulent
Kentish strawberries begin to
arrive - destined to become
delicious Fourayes Kentish
Strawberry jam.

Strawberry-with-prosecco jam has
been a recent winner but we’ve
also successfully trialled strawberry
and rhubarb and an incredibly
good strawberry and passionfruit
combination.
What’s our favourite? Well it has to be
Kentish strawberry jam with nothing
else added. It looks great; tastes
fantastic and it’s just the fruitiest!
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Fruit Update
Red or ‘soft fruits’ are an
important part of the Fourayes
portfolio: as an add on to
English Bramley Apple –
Apple & Blackberry, Apple &
Strawberry etc - or as a standalone strawberry, raspberry or
blueberry filling. It’s therefore
encouraging that UK farmers
have increased volumes of
these fruits and our location the Garden of England - leads
the way.
UK farmers are growing predominantly
for the retail market. Strawberries are
the largest red fruit grown and you will
see ‘British’ fruit in the supermarkets
from February through to August.
However, for industrial supply the
window is much smaller - sufficient
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Report
I’ve got the
best job on
the planet
Especially
at this time
of year!

Fourayes remains a familyowned and operated business,
66 years after it was first
incorporated. As the
third-generation member of
my family to run the business
I get to live in one of the most
beautiful locations in England,
surrounded by over 100,000
Bramley apple trees.

Another reason I love this time of year
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and the smell in the factory as the fruit

morning is an absolute joy.

arrives is just simply amazing.

I love this time of year because it’s a

One of my other ‘favourites’, that used

time of change – watching Bramley

to be confined to Easter, is hot cross

apple trees burst into life once again

buns. Such is their popularity that these

after all the hard work, over the winter

tasty delights are now available pretty

months, that’s gone into pruning and

much all year round and, personal

preparing for the new growing season.

involvement aside, my absolute

It’s a time of change in the factory too.
Our product development department is
always very busy at this time, working
on the latest developments destined for
the supermarket shelves.

is the strawberry season. At its height
we bring in lorries filled with fresh
strawberries each, and every, day.
Within 48 hours the strawberries are
heated, and then cooled rapidly so they
can be stored, with all their glorious
colour and flavour intact, to enable
us to make our famously delicious

quantity to supply both retail and
industry is only harvested at the ‘peak’
of the season. Fourayes receives the
vast majority of strawberry through
May/July and if during this period the
weather is too hot, too rainy, too cold
then issues can arise.
The main ‘red fruits’ are strawberry,
raspberry, blueberry, sour cherry, sweet
cherry, blackcurrant, blackberry and
redcurrant. Europe plays a big part in
supply with Poland being number one
grower and currently crops look good.
The good news is that UK farmers also
see these as products for the future
and Fourayes is well positioned to take
advantage of this situation. There is
one possible issue: if UK farmers get so
efficient in production and distribution
into retail then availability for industry
could be reduced. In the past approx.
10% went to industry if this is reduced
to 5% then this could have some
repercussions.

So, in conclusion, at the time of
writing, the supply of red fruits should
be without major issue with UK and
European supply (subject to Brexit)
being sufficient.
Ray Waller.
Fruit-Finder Extraordinaire

Daniel’s a Team Player
Welcome to Daniel Routledge who joins Carl in the Fourayes sales team. Daniel
came to us from a leading international food company where he was customer
manager working with a wide range of leading UK retailers and e-tailers. In his
spare time Daniel can be found walking his Cockapoo Benji or playing rugby.
Daniel enjoys travelling to new countries and replicating their national dishes at
home. Having started his career at Gregg’s, with a stint at Apple, we think he was
always destined to work at Fourayes!

Kentish Strawberry jam all year round.
My mouth is watering at the thought;

favourite are the hot cross buns with
our own Kentish Bramley apple Utterly
Fruity pieces in them. Utterly delightful!
Phil. Managing Director of Fourayes,
Vice-Chairman of English Apples &
Pears, Fruitician and Mad Scientist.
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A taste
of the best
Of all the staff events, far and away
the most popular are the regular
customer product tasting days.
We often bring in our customers’
products, the ones that appear on
retailer’s shelves and in their chiller
cabinets, so that everyone gets to taste
the delights they’ve been involved in
creating – whether that’s devising recipes
in Product Development or producing the
fillings, purees, jams, curds, mincemeat,

Utterly Fruity, compotes, confections or
any number of other fruit preparations that
go into making the best baked goods,
desserts and dairy products.
It not only reminds us how fortunate we
are to be working in such a great industry,
it also means that when we’re making our
delicious product-range we can all recall
how fantastic they taste in the finished
creations. How many other companies
can offer an experience as good as
that? It’s little wonder we’re delighted to
call ourselves Fruiticians and that we’re
‘passionate about doing beautiful things
with fruit’
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